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there are more than 2000 full-length clinical and basic science questions in the qbank. each question contains a detailed, up-to-date explanation of what is being tested. this makes the qbank a very powerful
study tool. the only caveat: the qbank is only available in english. thankfully, uworld is available in many languages including spanish, chinese, french, and portuguese. the qbank has a high percentage of
clinical questions. uworld has a complete list of usmle content. to get to this list, select “clinical” from the qbank navigation bar. the qbank also includes a list of typical basic science questions. to get to the
basic science list, select “basic science” from the qbank navigation bar. the qbank includes all the test subjects tested on the mbe, including psychiatry, ob/gyn, medicine/pediatrics, surgery, anesthesiology,
critical care, emergency medicine, family medicine, general surgery, internal medicine, neurology, orthopedics, ophthalmology, otorhinolaryngology, pathology, pediatrics, radiation oncology, urology, and
emergency medicine. the qbank includes all six sections on the mbe, including the chemistry and the anatomy and physiology sections. we have been serving the usmle community since 2000, when we
became the first web-based service to teach students how to study for the usmle. in addition to our usmle practice questions, we provide a multitude of other practice tools, including: pre-recorded video
lectures, interactive video tutorials, and a comprehensive practice exam tool. all of these tools are designed to provide you with the resources you need to perform well on the exam, and we also provide a
free, official grade report at the end of each exam. you can view your average score, how you performed on each exam section, and a comprehensive explanation of your performance. this detailed
information allows you to identify your strengths and weaknesses and helps you set realistic goals for the future.
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the content pack is roughly a book-sized collection of all the medical terminology, facts, and possible questions for each section of the usmles. each section has it’s own chapter in the content pack. starting
with the tests which you are currently preparing for, you can scroll through a wealth of materials. content pack will break the usmle down into sections of topics such as biology, pharmacology, pathology, etc.
and you can find the usmle content pack on amazon. in the same way that uworld is meant to be a testing system, usmle preps content pack is meant to be a learning tool. if you pick up uworld now, you will

have to go through the content pack later to fill your knowledge gaps. if you do the usmle prep via usmle preps content pack, you can study, test, and rest as you please. to start studying, you will need to
select a content area to study. this will be different based on the usmle you are preparing for. this is where uworld is a bit different. it will tailor itself to your content area. the system only provides you with

topics, and not necessarily a specific question to study for. you simply work through a content area and come out the other side with a pool of "uworld q&a". these questions are then distributed to the system
to learn. this is a time-intensive process, but the process is ridiculously easy to use. the system is smart enough to find the q&a for you. you simply provide the answer choice you think is correct and the

system does the rest. you can even utilize a hint if you want. think of it as an easy way to study when you have the time. 5ec8ef588b
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